
Make every moment count.

GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR  
TIME TIMER® WASH

INSTALL 3 AA BATTERIES
The battery compartment is located  
behind the back cover of the timer. First,  
remove the back cover by twisting. Next, 
open the battery compartment and insert  
3 AA/1.5 V batteries. Replace the back  
cover by locking it back into place.  

CHOOSE YOUR SOUND PREFERENCE
Press the top button to rotate between  
silent operation, beep at transitions  
between steps, or beep and music played.
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START YOUR TIMER
Start the timer by holding or slowly waving 
your hand in front of the sensor until the 
blue lights come on. There is no need  
to touch the timer to start it.

To stop timer mid-cycle, hold hand  
in front of sensor for 3 seconds.
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ABOUT THE WASH SUCTION CUP 
The Time Timer WASH Suction cup adheres best to smooth 
tile, marble, glass, or mirrors. Surfaces should be free of any 
dirt or soap. For best results:

1. Clean surface
2. Warm suction cup with warm water and dry
3. Press the cup firmly into surface, ensure no air bubbles.
4. Set for 24 hours before adding the timer.   

TIP: For best results, apply when warmer than 40° F/5° C 
and on a room temperature surface. Periodically press down 
to remove any possible air pockets that may have developed 
over time. 
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Congratulations on the purchase of your new Time Timer 
WASH visual handwashing timer. We hope that it helps you 
make every moment count!

1. Set the WASH on a level surface 

2. Hang on a wall with a nail or screw (not included)  

3. Insert the included suction cup into the back of the WASH 
cover to attach the unit to a mirror, window, or glass panel

4. Insert the included suction cup into the 
bottom of the timer to attach to a 
smooth counter top. Remove back 
cover, slide suction cup into divot on 
bottom. Replace the back cover. 
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SLEEP MODE
If something is blocking the WASH sensor, in close proximity 
for more than 90 seconds, the unit will go into Sleep Mode 
to preserve battery. To take the Time Timer WASH out  
of Sleep Mode, press the top button. Upon pressing the 
button, the unit will resume normal operation.  

OPTIONS FOR DISPLAYING YOUR TIME TIMER WASH 


